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•  Blocks with > 10M XTRS, > 500M RC 
•  Analog and digital topologies/behavior 
•  10x10 tables 
•  40 corners 
•  > 250 ARCS per cell 
•  2% off of accurate spice 
•  … 
• You simply CAN NOT simulate your way out of this 

mess. No matter how fast or accurate your simulator 
is 

• Need something else … intelligence to identify – 
automatically – what is really needed to get the 
number in the .lib, and simulate that – very 
accurately - and nothing else.  

Why Characterization is hard 
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• This is MY TCAM! I know everything about 
it! Give me full control! 
– … ok 

•  I don’t know anything about this SRAM! 
Push button! Push Button! 
– … ah, ok 

• That’s HIS PLL! I know nothing about it, but 
HE does; but I’M running the tool. Give me 
something! 
– … oooook 

Why Characterization is hard … 
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• once .LIB is ready, you are only 25% done. 
Correlation/Validation is something that is 
always part of the characterization effort. 

• To summarize, some of the requirements 
that make a characterization tool difficult to 
build: 
– simplify/reduce the original problem to make it 

tractable 
– be usable by all and offer a method to transfer 

knowledge back and forth between groups with 
different expertise 

– validate itself 

Why Characterization is hard … 



* Deterministic constraint characterization is expensive 

* Runtime optimizations assume tCP→Q = f(tCP→D) to be 
monotonic 

* What if it isn’t? 
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* Statistical constraint characterization is VERY expensive 

* What if the distribution is not Gaussian? 

* What if the constraint curve is not monotonic? 

* What if the constraint curve is not monotonic only for 
some samples? 
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• bisection is just not good at dealing with 
more than 1 solution point 
– could use linear stepping + bisection … hugely 

expensive 
•  foundry still giving parameter distributions as 

gaussian but, true, problem is very real 
– could use Montecarlo analysis, but, 20 

parameters, up to a 1000xtrs for more complex 
flops … again, hugely expensive 

Issue with the method … ? 



* Real wave shapes from a real design 

* Same 30/70 slew 

* 110% difference in hold constraint when applied to D and CLK 

* Large absolute error too 
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• a single number (slew) can not represent 
that waveform! 
– could possibly add a 3rd parameter or use some 

other tricks, but won’t likely be enough 
• At the advanced nodes, STA tools already 

are forced to use noise models to propagate 
delay … 

Issue with the model… ? 
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• 80% of the SOC today is NOT std cells; it’s 
memories (a lot), large custom digital blocks 
(fewer and fewer), AMS blocks (more and 
more) 

•  Industry uses PATH-DELTA to characterize 
their constraints  
– in a few cases bisection is done as an after 

thought to path delta to refine the result for very 
critical pins – usually as a debug/analysis step – 
not in production 

Change them both …? 
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•  orders of magnitude faster than bisection 
•  true, more pessimistic than bisection, but always à 

can margin accordingly 
•  statistical characterization of delay is a solved 

problem 
• What about the model? Keep the waveforms … 
• … STA tools today already know how to propagate 

waveforms; when you get to the sequential 
element, do a path delay calculation on the fly: 
– model needed here would then be something to instruct STA tool 

how to do propagation to the internal probes along with prechar. data 
of corner dependent VTH related info. 

 

Change them both? 



* Who is responsible for the library quality? 
* Who should check it and how? 

* My library is bad. What should I do? 

* Do we need tighter integration between Spice and 
library characterization? 

* Will we be able to do statistical characterization 
with reasonable accuracy and runtime? 

* Should we accept proprietary delay models? 

* Do we need more waveform parameters for 
constraint characterization? 
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•  Who is responsible for the library quality? 
– Who should check it and how? 

•  We all are - need validation – 2 tools: 
–  1 built in to characterization 
–  1 completely separate from it 

•  My library is bad. What should I do? 
•  Call Cadence J … 
•  Do we need tighter integration between Spice and library 

characterization? 
•  Yes, it’s faster. But as long as you can always answer: “how 

did your tool get that number?” 

Some answers … 
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• Will we be able to do statistical characterization 
with reasonable accuracy and runtime? 

• YES! 
• Should we accept proprietary delay models? 
• No, as if we do we’ll drift away from any possibility 

of ever validating anything. What’s needed are 
clear specs - and rigorous and transparent 
implementations of those specs. 

• Do we need more waveform parameters for 
constraint characterization? 

• Maybe an entirely new model if we change method 
altogether 

Some answers … 


